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Abstract - In the process of operating work rolls they are

exposed to alternative cycles of heating and cooling modes.
The cyclic process of heat gain and loss will deteriorate the
surface finish of component. So it is necessary to observe the
thermal behavior of work roll. The whole work roll has been
geometrically prepared and analyzed in the Ansys Software to
predict the temperature value. The effect of inbuilt cooling by
a liquid flow and some part of exterior air convective cooling,
along with angular heat flux input has been taken into
consideration for this study. The spiral liquid path has been
traced by the computation fluid dynamics for the study of
velocity variation in the component inside. All virtual models
are carried on for both transient state and steady state for
temperature changes in the work rolls.
Key Words : Cyclic process, Thermal behaviour, Inbuilt
cooling, Steady state, Transient State, Work Rolls,
Velocity Variation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rolling is the process of reducing thickness of the given
component and dimensional changes will takes place so that
uniform thickness will appear in the component at the end.
Rollers are classified as two types mainly, one is hot roll and
another is chill roll. In hot roll we give heat input to the roll
using hot fluid flow inside so that when we start working the
component gets heated along with pressure application, this
will ensure us more precise work. Chill rolls are type of work
rolls which we have taken in our consideration in this
project. In chill rolls we are keeping cool liquid so that at
high temperature conditions the whole work piece heat will
get transformed to the work roll and now from work roll to
the liquid.

1.1 Work Roll Type
In the present taken rolling process we are dealing with
rollers which can handle fluid flow inside the cylinder. of
work roll is mono-flow double shell model in this the fluid
will be flown in between two cylinders one is the external
hollow open type cylinder and another is the internal closed
type cylinder. In external nozzle spray cooling of rollers the
common defect observable in the final work piece are
uneven Distribution of temperature.
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1.2 Work Rolls Care
Regular cleaning and brushing must be done on work rolls,
corrosion may happen due to air or liquid so storage
cautions must be taken, we can utilize the rust–binder
solution, rollers are helpful in conveying materialistic loads
also so we must be careful in proper functioning of the work
rolls to avoid sudden failures. The temperature must be
uniform. High temperature zones more amount of material
will accumulate due to easy deformation and in cooler zones
less amount of material will accumulate this disturbs the
flatness of the work piece produced this is the main problem.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Heat exchange phenomenon between any two work rolls
with the consideration of the frictional effects is explained in
this paper. The two work rolls are cooled with the help of
convective cooling technique using fluids. They have derived
a numerical model to calculate the temperature values in the
case of steady state [1]. They have developed a numerical
solution model to calculate the two dimensional heat
distributions in the work rolls during rolling mill process.
The work is carried on work pieces where two hollow
cylindrical work rolls are given with input of heat flux to
some angular portion then roll is cooled by external
convective air cooling and internal homogenous liquid
cooling [2]. They have studied the three dimensional analysis
of temperatures field of work roll and thermal stresses
values using the finite element method. These are more
important values in predicting lifetime and thermal fatigue
of component. They have divided the work roll into many
zones naming conduction zone, convection zone, radiation
zone in terms of heating mode and cooling modes It is also
confirmed that the variation in maximum and minimum
temperatures grows up as the time value is increasing. As we
are going deeper into the surface layer the inner
temperature shows only little modifications. It is also
confirmed that the variation in maximum and minimum
temperatures grows up as the time value is increasing. As we
are going deeper into the surface layer the inner
temperature shows only little modifications. Decision
making in design is difficult due to presence of uncertainties,
uncertainty means input variability, they have proposed a
mathematical modelling for this. They have compared the
stress and temperature variations. They also imposed
constraints in this process of calculation. The temperature
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predicted is taken as the difference between temperature
value of roll after process and before starting of process.

3. GEOMETRICAL MODEL AND SIMULATION
3.1 Double Shell Mono Flow Work Roll model
Outer Shell
Outer
Diameter

Inner Shell

Inner
Diameter

Length

Outer
Diameter

Inner
Diameter

Length

Fig-2: Final Work Roll in CATIA software
200

180

500

140

130

340

Table -1 : Geometrical Dimensions used in the construction of
work roll in Catia software (All dimensions are in mm).
With the reference from American roller company
industrial data, We have utilized below tabular values to
construct the work roll in the Catia software so that it can be
directly imported as external geometry file into the ANSYS
workbench. This will give us the opportunity to analyze the
cooling method, temperatures on the surface and inside the
work roll and thermal profile during the rolling process.

Initially we have constructed the internal cylindrical
geometry to this part we have added the spiral baffles and
later added supports to this internal cylinder for connecting
with external cylinder. Spiral baffle will be useful in pushing
the liquid flow in upward direction against the gravity while
work roll is rotating. The supports are for connection
between cylinders to maintain the common central axis for
both the cylinders.
3.2 Fluid flow Simulation process:
In this analysis we have imported Catia file of work
roll into Ansys and then generated the component. In
meshing we have opted for simple tetrahedral mesh. We
have allocated the materials in the setup column, water for
fluid and copper for external cylinder and rubber insulation
for internal cylinder. For whole external cylinder, internal
cylinder, and fluid, we have given input rotational motion
value (ω) = 15 rad s-1, 5 rad s-1 using moving frame option in
the setup part and given inlet linear velocity (V) = 5 m s-1 to
fluid separately. We have given heat flux (q) = 1000 W m-2
input over complete angular portion on the external surface
of cylinder while rotation. Then we did the solution
initialization and took the results at around 2000 number of

iterations.
3.3 Transient thermal simulation process :
We have used the combination of copper and ethyl
glycol with the input heat flux (q) = 0.3 W mm-2, For
Aluminum and water the input heat flux (q) = 0.1 W mm-2. In
the boundary conditions, we have given heat flow value as
zero for perfect insulation condition for the internal cylinder
component. Liquid is given as convection at Tliquid= 150 C and
h = 0.015 W mm-2 K-1, condition in which heat will flow from
external cylinder internal surface to the cold fluid which is
in between shells. The heat flux input is given to external
cylinder . The left portion of the external cylinder is under
the air-convection process at Tair = 220 C and h = 0.005 W
mm-2 K-1.

Fig-1: Internal cylinder with baffles construction
Nomenclature
q

Heat flux……….. W mm-2

T

Temperature……K

h

Heat transfer coefficient….. W mm-2 K-1

V

Linear velocity…………..m s-1

Greek Symbols
ω

Rotational speed……..rad s-1

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have done fluid flow analysis and transient state
thermal analysis on the double shell mono flow work roll.
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4.1 Fluid flow analysis

Fig-3 : Fluid Flow inside cylinder at ( ω ) = 15 rad s-1
Fig-6 : Temperature on external surface at (ω) = 5 rad s-1
When the work roll is rotating at high speeds for one
complete revolution of the work roll more amount of fluid
will be trying to be attached to cylinder this will increase the
heat transfer enhancement, for this purpose only we have
placed the baffles but they alone can’t fulfill this purpose of
filling the whole cylinder with fluid. If this speed value is too
low then this will increase the difference between maximum
value of temperature at hot zone and minimum value of
temperature at chill zone this we can observe. The rotational
speed of work roll must be set such that work roll must be
able to get uniform state of temperature with in the short
time. The uneven expansion of work piece due to high
temperature and uneven contraction of work piece due to
low temperature will be reduced which increase surface
finish. To maintain maximum amount of fluid-work roll
contact surface we must maintain reasonable rotational
speed, It should not be very low, when work roll rotation is
very slow the fluid will rotate slowly thus chances of having
empty space is more. The fluid is absorbing more amount of
heat at high speeds than low speeds from contour we can
observe, fluid temperature reached at rotational speed (ω) =
15 rad s-1, case is (T) = 3640 C, and in (ω) = 5 rad s-1, the fluid
temperature is (T) = 2740 C. The roller surface maximum
temperatures in (ω) = 15 rad s-1, case is (T) = 289.90 C,
where as in (ω) = 5 rad s-1, is (T) = 2910 C. When we are able
to control these peak temperature differences then we are
surely able to control surface finish of the work piece that is
produced.

Fig-4 : Fluid flow inside cylinder at ( ω ) = 5 rad s-1

Fig-5 : Temperature on External surface at (ω) =15
rad s-1
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4.1 Transient thermal analysis

Graph-2: Max(red) and Min(blue) temperature
variation in work roll for Aluminuium
We have given the input heat flux and manufactured
the roller with Copper material and taken the Ethyl glycol as
fluid inside the cylinder as the time is progressing with
process the hot surface of external cylinder will be cooled by
the fluid flow, here the fluid boiling temperature is very high,
then fluid can take the much of the heat from the roller that
is why in contour we have less surface area shaded in red
color which is at very high temperature. In the next
combination we have utilized aluminum work roll with
water fill then based on the heat absorbing ability of the
liquid it has performed its work of decreasing work roll
temperature. In all those cases the temperature with respect
to time for work roll surface is decreasing and for fluid it is
increasing.

Fig-7: Temperature variation with Copper-Ethyl Glycol

5. CONCLUSION
Graph-1: Max (red) and Min (blue) temperature variation in
work roll for copper

Fig-7: Temperature variation with Aluminium -water
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A numerical model was developed for the analysis of heat
transfer inside the roller, which takes into account the
temperature distribution in the presence of fluid flow. This
approach is much more realistic than that adopted by many
authors, which consider the fluid as full of single cylinder.
The numerical results obtained from the developed model
highlighted the inter-related roles of fundamental
parameters considered in the present work: the rotational
velocity, the heat flux input and type of fluid. The numerical
results show particularly that rotational speed controls the
influence of the two other parameters. When the rotational
velocity is around (ω) =15 rad s-1 then heat transfer rate is
more than comparing with other case.
In the transient thermal case the combination of
copper and ethyl glycol, we have given heat flux (q) = 0.3 W
mm-2 and fluid has absorbed lot of heat because it has very
high boiling point in varying condition temperature
distribution on external surface is varying from center to
ends in a gradual manner and distribution is symmetric on
that surface, coming to aluminum-water situation when we
gave (q) = 0.1 W mm-2 the temperature value is low in the
middle and high at both the ends.
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